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A re-frosh-ing social JP Day showcases school spirit
By CHAD BALUCH, senior
ON AN OTHERWISE average
Wednesday evening, JP students
— from bemused freshmen to
costumed upperclassmen —
could be found in the Old Gym,
waiting in eager anticipation
for the freshman social to start.
The evening, organized by the
Student Council, was a chance for
upperclassmen to welcome in the
new class of 2015 and for freshman
to get to know their peers. Once
Chad Baluch, president of Student
Council, took the microphone
with his characteristic panache, the
festivities began.
The freshmen were arranged
into groups led by upperclassmen
who carried on the tradition
of parading around in themed
costumes. The gym was ruled by
two parties: the denizens of the
wondrous and magical Land of
Oz on one side of the gym, and
an adventurous band of rowdy

pirates on the other. Next to the
pirates were brightly dressed Fanta
girls. The first activity was a classic
icebreaker in which all of the
participants in a group had to line
up in the order of their birthdays
without talking. Despite significant
confusion, the freshman eventually
fell neatly into place. As the
intensity of the events ramped
up, so too did the boisterousness
and collective spirit in the room.
Freshmen faced off in a fierce hulahoop competitions, while others
played a game of “Simon Says.”
As junior Andrew Liou, member
of the Student Action Committee
and Executive Board, commented,
“When I was a freshman, I didn’t
realize how much work went into
preparing the social for us. After
helping run it this year, however,
I know that the organizers worked
very hard, and I think it is a great
way to introduce freshmen to JP.”
SEE SOCIAL, page 8

Juniors Shachee Mehta and Rashi Jha work with both upperclassmen
and underclassmen as they attempt to untangle the “human knot.”

By ANJANA SREEDHAR, senior
ON A RELAXING September
morning, students of JP Stevens
High School began to prepare for
the First Annual JP Day. Students
from all clubs — from Student
Council to FCCLA — arranged
activities that showcased the
skills of each club. For example,
the National Art Honor Society
offered handprint art, the INK!
Literary Magazine arranged a
blackout poetry session, and
National Honor Society organized
a football toss among other clubs.
When the doors opened in the
afternoon, the students were ready
to show the community a day of
fun.
Clubs volunteered to host JP
Day in order to raise funds for a
new electronic sign on the school’s
front lawn. Any additional money
gained would be used to buy the
award-winning JPS choir brand
-new risers. All those who donated
were entered into a raffle for a
series of exciting prizes, including
ERICA LAW

an iPad, iPod Touch, and iTunes
gift cards. The allure of winning
state-of-the-art Apple products
(and, of course, the desire to
donate to JP) kept parents and
children streaming in throughout
the afternoon.
Highlights of the day included
a thrilling performance by Satrangi

ERICA LAW

A student draws “mehendi” for
the Key Club tattoo station.

THE ANNUAL Spaghetti Dinner
held by COPA (Choir and
Orchestra Parent Association)
provided guests with relaxing
entertainment and food to help
raise money for the Choir and
Orchestra ensembles. The aroma
of spaghetti intertwined with
music and conversation as people
gathered to enjoy performances
and meals, both outstanding.
The Chamber Choir, conducted
by Mr. Meszaros, set the stage for
a successful night, opening with
“Bonjour Mon Coeur,” a sweet
French piece followed by “The
Cuckoo,” a traditional American
tune involving both sorrow and
death’s enticing embrace. Senior
Choir co-president Julia Maxham
described the next song, “You Are
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By TIFFANY LIN, sophomore
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Dance Academy, the opportunity
to decorate a long banner with
people’s own names, and tattoos
from our very own Key Club. As
younger children reveled in the
festivities, upperclassmen were
also granted an opportunity to
volunteer, allowing them to bond
with their peers by serving the
community. Four hours flew by
with volunteers hard at work and
children continuing to enjoy the
festivities.
Finally, the time to announce the
winner of the iPad arrived. Several
students, faculty members, and
Edison held their breath in nervous
anticipation. Doreen Magani, the
mother of a JPS student, was the
lucky name to emerge from the
box. The awarding of the iTouch
and gift cards followed shortly
after. Student volunteers, too, were
rewarded for their hard work,
with several sets of JP stationery.
Everyone slowly started to file
out of the gymnasium, many

NEWS, PAGE 8
Sept. and Oct. summarized in
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the New Day,” as a “cheerful and
pleasing love song.” In “All the
Things You Are,” senior Kimberley
Linford approached her solo with
a jazzier twist of lyrics, injecting
freshness into the innocent love
song. Finally, concluding with the
fun and lively piece, “Shut De
Doe,” the Chamber Choir left the
audiences smiling as junior soloist
Richard Lu channeled his carefree
demeanor throughout the song.
During the Chamber Choir’s
performance, outstanding soloists
and groups sang a myriad of songs:
the HarMENizers a capella group
sang “So Sick” by Ne-Yo, arranged
by senior Kristian Casem and
delivered by sophomore soloist
Omkar Joshi. Next, with a dynamic
change of style, senior April Dai
SEE MUSIC, page 8

SPORTS, PAGE 10
Tennis! Interview with Coach
Pisano plus US Open reporting
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The (high) school of hard knocks
By DAVID SHIEH, columnist
I CAME INTO my senior year at J.P. Stevens
thinking that everything would be different.
After all, shouldn’t being one of the oldest
(and therefore, wisest) students in the school
command a certain degree of respect? Not
as much as you’d think. Maybe it’s because
I don’t look the part of the tall, nonchalant
senior dangling a single folder in his hand,
swaggering down the hallways while slowing
down traffic to a standstill. Maybe it’s because
I simply don’t come off as the authoritative
type. No matter what the reason may be, I
fail at commanding any respect from my
underclassmen.
To make matters worse, many of my classes
have been infiltrated by those privileged
children who we now call “juniors.” No
matter how long I procrastinate on actually
learning how to drive, I can always be sure
that there will be a seat reserved at the back
of the bus for me — that is, if I am first able
to beat the underclassmen to the bus. Of
course, on the more unfortunate mornings
when that is not the case, there is always
that bit of floor unoccupied by a backpack
or a French horn case. And to add to all of
that disappointment, I finally now have my
share of those dreaded ordeals we know as
college applications — but that is a topic for
another article.
Despite all of these reasons I have for
being a miserable, puffy-eyed grouch,

senior year has surpassed my expectations.
On my personal calendar, I have already
marked down every test
and final I can skip.
By working around
the
wonderfully
convoluted study
hall schedule that I
have, I often find
ample time for
relaxation. Better yet, I
finally have the option
of sitting outside
to eat
during
lunch with my
friends! This
is one of the
best privileges
seniors have
— for us, there
is nothing as
interesting as
having a nice
picnic lunch
while shivering
in the fall breeze
and being spied on
by random students
from the upstairs
windows. Finally,
there is always a lot
of fun to be found
in being that “role
model” we are often expected to be leaders

for the underclassmen, usually by providing
our leadership in clubs and starting offtune choruses of our
school’s de facto theme
song, “Firework” (yes, I
went there).
All sarcasm aside, however, I
am still stubbornly convinced that
senior year will be an extraordinary
year — even after the fiasco of
April 1st. Perhaps it is a bit early to be
thinking such thoughts, but the lessons and
experiences of our senior year will stay with
us forever. Regardless of whether it is
the junior employee who refuses to obey
your orders, the seemingly endless wait
for the crowded train to Metropark, or
even a rejection from your dream job
or internship, the lessons we learn
this year are guaranteed to last a
lifetime. To my fellow 521 seniors,
let us remind ourselves that as we go
through the year that this year marks
the prelude to the rest of our lives.
A warning to all the underclassmen:
consider, with dread, that you will be
hearing these same platitudes over and
over again, repeated ceaselessly for the
rest of your years at J.P. But, don’t
let that dread make you forget this
request: please remember to give your
seniors some sympathy, if not entirely
deferring to our wisdom. After four years
in high school, we need it.

Ladies second? The politics of courtship
By KELLY GONSALVES, life columnist
SORRY GIRLS — “ladies first” has its
limits, especially when it comes to trying
to spark a relationship. One of the worst
mistakes a girl can make when pursuing her
romantic interest is not stuttering or blushing
or acting moonstruck, but seizing the
initiative and just telling him. As ridiculous
and unfair as this rule might sound, girls and
guys have quite different expectations for
romance. These differences etch out a set of
guidelines that both sexes ought to follow
if they wish to find any romantic happiness.
In reality, the chivalrous guy should come to
her first.
First, I’m not trying to sound sexist.
In terms of constitutional liberties and
societal gender roles, men and women are
no different from one another. But when
it comes to basic mindsets, psychological
studies and even simple daily experiences
show that men and women can be worlds
apart in terms of the way they think. Girls
are more in touch with their emotions; guys
are more in touch with their stomachs.
Guys think more directly; girls think more
intricately. Although there are exceptions to
every stereotype, these simple differences
are rather common.
The
reason
that
girls
s h o u l d
never ask
out guys
lies in the
mindset
of
the
m a l e
s p e c i e s.
If he likes
a girl, a
boy will
inevitably
confess his
love for her
if he gets
the right
signals. (However, he might ask
her out
without any actual invitation.)
Even the “shy”-type guys will at least drop
some obvious hints, even if unintentionally.
If a girl watches any boy closely, in time it

should be fairly obvious whether or not he is
romantically interested in her. Chances are,
if a guy does not tell a girl he likes her or
make it obvious through his actions, then he
probably simply does not like her.
Girls love to tell themselves that if they
just take the initiative and ask a boy out,
then things will work out in the end. After
all, they reason, the guy will see how much
she likes him and then fall for her, or he
will at least be charmed by her efforts and
decide to give dating her a try. This thought
process, unfortunately, is flawed. Girls
make the mistake of assuming that guys
value the same traits that girls do in their
significant others. For instance, girls think it
is sweet and romantic when guys fall prey
to their feelings. Emotional guys are “cute,”
“romantic,” and “angsty.” However, when
girls overtly showcase their emotions, guys
interpret their behavior as desperate
and even creepy. Emotional
girls are “pathetic” and
“unstable.” Sadly, girls
need to realize that
males and females
view the same basic
actions in two very

different ways.
Such differences in expectations exist
because everybody wants somebody
extraordinary. As in the example above, when
guys are more open about their feelings,
girls feel flattered and excited because they
think they’re the reason for that change. In

contrast, it seems only natural for girls to be
emotional, and thus guys are more interested
in girls that seem more aloof and relaxed (in
other words, “hard to get”) rather than girls
who are easily swept away by pretentious
fantasies. When a guy asks out a girl, the
guy gets a huge plus just for exposing his
vulnerability — something which guys
don’t usually do — and the girl feels special.
But when a girl asks out a guy, he is rarely
impressed by her audacity. Instead, the guy
might even get turned off because the girl
seems to be the stereotypical guy-crazy
female. As junior Sahana Arya explains, “I
think that girls who are aggressive in their
relationships are just experiencing insecurity
caused by the prospect that their relationship
will be a failure. They want it to make it
apparent that they are truly making an effort
in a relationship, but that can often come
off as pushy or even desperately
aggressive. Often, these girls just
want to demonstrate how
much they care about their
relationship and the steps
they are willing to take in
order to maintain it.”
What is the moral of
this story? Should girls
wait patiently like Sleeping
Beauty and not stir until
their princes arrive? Essentially,
yes. Too many girls are falsely
convinced that declaring their
undying devotion to their
crushes is the only
way to take a chance
and find the path to
true romance. Of
course, it is not
to say that girls
cannot subtly
drop hints to their
guys. Instead, they should invest
their efforts in creatively finding ways
to attract guys, not intimidating the objects
of their affection by aggressively pursuing
measures of courtship. As senior Ankur
Choksi points out, “It’s the girl’s job to flirt;
it’s the guy’s job to seal the deal.” Girls
have infinite ways of ensuring the success
of a potential relationship; an arbitrary
declaration of love is not one of them.
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Unsurprisingly, Parent Portal not that bad
By DIVYA KORADA, freshman
THE STUDENTS of JP Stevens let out a
collective groan when the administration
announced that parents now have access
to students’ grades at any time of the year
through the Genesis Parent Portal. Blessed
(and cursed) with parents who genuinely
care about my education, I felt my heart
sink as they smiled smugly and filled out
that miserable paper slip. Although my
more cunning classmates “lost” or “never
received” the Genesis Portal form, I had no
choice but to relinquish the papers to my
parents. They won.
But, even if they won, did I necessarily
lose? Like many of my peers, I was
completely against the idea of my parents
having access to my grades. Haven’t we
all, at one time or another in our lives, lied
or “forgotten” about our more shameful
grades? Some of my signature excuses for
concealing a grade include, “But Mom, I
never got the quiz back!” or “But, everyone
failed that test!” Yet all of my meticulously
crafted excuses have become relatively
outdated over the past few weeks. My
parents can easily cut out the middleman
(their daughter) and check my grades online.
The addition of the Genesis portal has
ruined any hope I previously had of hiding
my grades from my parents.
But, much to my surprise, my
relationship with my parents has improved
drastically since they were given access
to my grades. Now that I know it is futile
for me to hide my grades, I have no choice

Pop music to
flop music
By PREEYAL PATEL, freshman
MUSIC IS, AND always has been,
instrumental to our culture today. Whether
we hear it playing through earphones directly
into our ears, filling the air of an elevator,
or resonating from the JP loudspeaker on
Friday, music constantly surrounds us. When
we think of musicians, characters like Katy
Perry, Usher, Justin Bieber, and Rihanna
come to mind. But whatever happened to
the real musicians? Before the twenty-first
century, we had the Beatles, Michael Jackson,
Ella Fitzgerald, Frank Sinatra, Bob Dylan...
a seemingly endless pantheon of musical
greats to listen to and love. However, the
last decade has ushered in a significant
drop in music’s quality. When compared to
the classic artists such as Mozart or Elvis
(different though they may be), current icons
such as Lil’ Wayne haven’t seemed to live up
to their predecessors’ legacies.
The reason for this decline in the quality
of music lies chiefly in the fact that music
is now an overblown industry — a factory
that tries to please listeners (and, more
importantly, make millions) by churning
out edited voices, synthesized beats, and
repetitive lyrics that are sure-fire hits. It’s
disheartening to see that music, which was
once a valuable form of expression, is, now
more than ever, a money-making machine in
which pop sensations are in it for fame and
fortune rather than for the sake of pursuing
their passion and artistic vision.
Additionally, music today is rife with
profane and suggestive lyrics involving
everything from glorifying drugs to
sexism and threats of violence. Eminem’s
collaboration with Rihanna, “Love the Way
You Lie,” skyrocketed to the tops of various
airplay and sales charts, even though it was
filled with references to domestic abuse.
Even if you’re the biggest fan of some of
the industry’s newest pop sensations, there
are probably very few artists you could
comfortably listen to in front of your

but to be honest with my parents. Just last
week, I told them — albeit reluctantly —
that I failed my Biology test. Bracing for the
worst, I promised them that I would study
more diligently for future tests and that I
understood how hard I’d need to work in
order to pull my grade up. Despite being
disappointed by my failure, my parents told
me that they appreciated my honesty, and
furthermore, that I’d gained their trust and
respect by handling the situation maturely.
This calm, positive reaction left me shellshocked. My strict parents didn’t want to
punish me for a failing grade? I could only
think of one reason for this response: my
honesty and new-found maturity helped me
escape being grounded.
The convenience of being able to check
my grades has slightly improved my opinion
of the Genesis portal. My more indolent
teachers (the ones who don’t give grades

back until a month after the due date) update
my grades on Genesis regularly. Now, I
have a clearer idea of my progress in every
class, and with this, I now also know which
subjects I need to spend more time studying
Also, I no longer need to pester my teachers
for my grades in every single class; these
records are now only a few clicks away for
immediate access.
We students must examine our reasons
for our immediate dislike of the Genesis
portal. In reality, it seems our only reason for
disliking the portal is that we are unwilling to
display the honesty that we will be forced to
display from now on. However, this honesty
contains hidden benefits. When we reach
high school, we often distance ourselves
from our parents; the Genesis portal might
bridge this gap between students and parents.
Online access to grades offers convenience
to students and, more importantly, allows

parents to keep track of their child’s progress
without seeming overbearingly skeptical or
doubtful of their children’s abilities.
However, I am not the only one who is not
a fan of the Parent Portal; Rose Gao, senior,
says, “I don’t believe in how Parent Portal
works. Who hasn’t gotten that occasional ‘F’
that they didn’t mention to their parents? We
usually make up for that bad grade before
report card time, and parents never find
out about it. With Parent Portal, parents are
going to go crazy when they discover those
bad grades — bad grades they ordinarily
wouldn’t know about, and wouldn’t need
to know about.” Truth be told, I would still
rather conceal my poor grades than gain my
parents’ trust, but hopefully my attitude will
change as I come to appreciate the Parent
Portal access over my next few years in high
school. Or, more likely, I will simply decide
to “lose” the sign-up sheet next year.

plans — he launched his products with such
pomp that taught us to never expect products
that were “just normal.” Each new version of
any product was somehow better than the last.
Each time we would think, “There can’t be
anything better than this iPhone,” Jobs’ genius
would prove us wrong and impress
us again with a newer, sleeker,
better version of any
product.
Jobs’ faithful
fan
following
can be first
linked to his
larger-than-life

past; he epitomizes the
“American Success Story.”
As the adopted son of a lowincome California couple,
Jobs climbed his way to the top with nothing
other than his sharp business acumen — and

America can’t help but admire this kind of
meteoric rise. Of course, it doesn’t hurt that
he made it possible for us to “Facetime”
with faraway relatives, complete our work
more efficiently, entertain ourselves, and
become ever more connected in general.
His line of work ushered in an entire era
of technological innovation which will
undoubtedly resonate in the gadgets of the
future years to come. Jobs revolutionized
American consumption by building a
company from the ground up and nurturing
his vision with his endless passion. There
isn’t much room for negativity when it
comes to his life’s work.
   I admit that when Steve Jobs
first died, I didn’t react. In my
case, the only Apple product I
had ever owned was an iPod.
Though I had appreciated
his products and his company, I
never truly realized his impact until
now. This nation has leaped over
barriers which would have been deemed
impassable fifty years ago. Was Steve Jobs
responsible for producing the first touchscreen phone? No, but he was the first to
make it accessible to everyone and have
it gain widespread popularity? His
marketing techniques and uncanny
understanding of everyday
human needs are what make
him so admirable, even
in the world of today’s
technology. And of course,
where would we be without
Angry Birds? The indelible
mark of his work exists in our
everyday school lives, too —
ranging from the iPads in our Latin
classes all the way to the MacBooks
our school possesses. Steve Jobs
left
us a life-changing legacy with an
inescapable impact. He will not
only be remembered as the
man who helped create Apple, but
also as a true visionary who changed
technology as we know it today.

venerating these and other pop sensations
like Rihanna and Lady Gaga, becoming
avid fans ready to defend their idols at all
costs. Years ago, gaining the admiration of
fans was a long and frustrating process, and
not many singers succeeded. However, in
today’s music industry, artists only need one
catchy song — whether it’s ridiculously good
(which isn’t often the case) or ridiculously
bad — to automatically become famous.
Katy Perry was virtually unknown until she
released the vapid but highly successful “I
Kissed a Girl.”
In this time when new trends, styles, and
icons are popping up as quickly as Facebook
notifications, it’s best to focus on the type of
music that touches us on an emotional level.

Although music has drastically changed over
the years, it still remains one of our favorite
pastimes. After all, the only exhilarating,
head-bobbing,
fist-pumping,
grooveinducing creation of mankind is music. Not
only does it have the power to get you “in the
zone,” it will also carry you through times of
hardship and stress. From our experiences
with heartbreak to going wild at parties to
simply passing the time, we will always have
music to articulate our feelings.
It is up to today’s generation to differentiate
between valuable artists and talentless
“musicians.” Thankfully, easy access to
music allows us to make the fundamental
choice of what we want to listen to: do we
prefer real pop music, or today’s flop music?

Steve Jobs: the core of Apple, Inc
By POONAM GUPTA, sophomore

APPLE, INC. needs no formal introduction.
Whether we play Angry Birds on a friend’s
iPad or own a MacBook Pro ourselves,
we have all been graced by the presence
of Apple products at some point in the
last decade. Few people, if any, ever think,
“What would I be without my iPhone?” or
“How could I live without my iPod?” The
reality is that imagining a world without the
influence of Apple, or more specifically
Steve Jobs’ Apple, would be impossible.
Jobs’ death marked the end of his brilliant
career as an innovative genius. His legacy,
however, will be remembered for
decades to come.
What made Jobs unique?
Yes, he co-founded the
Apple company and
designed an impressive
collection of nifty
gadgets. But, to put
it bluntly, CEOs and
creative people die all
the time. Why did
we so easily forget
his predecessors,
but
dedicate
endless
eulogies
to Jobs’ memory?
The answer, in fact,
is simple: Jobs’ rise to
power heralded a new
era in the technological
industry. Lots of eulogies
use the word “visionary” to
describe Jobs; no noun could
be more accurate. Jobs was
able to foresee what the public
would want and presented these
products in fantastic ad campaigns that
mobilized legions of fans. By employing
such business and artistic acumen, Jobs
didn’t just figure out how to arrange the
puzzle pieces as he saw fit; he envisioned the
entire picture before taking the pieces out
of the box . Moreover, Jobs didn’t just make

parents, let alone grandparents.
But, if modern pop culture is so perverse
and formulaic, why are singers like Justin
Bieber and Rebecca Black so popular?
It’s likely that both “artists” arouse mixed
feelings in their listeners. Even though
listeners acknowledge the fact that the
song is low-quality, they are unconsciously
compelled by clever marketing strategies
and peer pressure to continue listening.
Justin Bieber’s “Baby” and Rebecca Black’s
“Friday” contain flaws, mainly repetition
and terrible vocals, that would ordinarily kill
any song’s chance at fame. Bad taste, too,
has its firm place in music, as well. Despite
the fundamental flaws in these songs’
musical quality, people dedicate their lives to
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Race to 2012: Obama starts the marathon
By VIGNESHWAR SUBRAMANIAN,
columnist

PRESIDENT OBAMA faces a long journey
to reelection, with the economy continuing
to stagnate and the unemployment rate still
high. The Congressional Budget Office
has predicted an unemployment rate of
8.2% by Election Day 2012 — a dismally
high number and thus a dismal forecast for
Obama’s reelection prospects. In a recent
Gallup poll, only 40% of voters felt that
Obama deserved reelection, while 52%
called for a new candidate.
The magic surrounding Obama’s 2008
campaign has vanished, and trying to
recapture it is proving to be as futile as
attempting to capture lightning in a bottle.
His coalition of young, suburban, and
minority voters is breaking down. The
excitement and the freshness of Obama’s
campaign have dissipated to mere memories.
It’s going to take a lot more than promises
of hope and change to get him back into the
Oval Office for four more years.
But we can’t count Obama out just yet. If
Obama is to win the next election, his best
hope lies in running a negative campaign.
Any future GOP candidate can be a ripe
target for Obama’s well-funded campaign,
and both the two current front-runners, Mitt
Romney and Herman Cain, possess easilybashed weaknesses.
As governor of Massachusetts, Romney
pursued an agenda that sometimes seemed
more liberal than conservative. For instance,
Romney’s attempts to portray himself as the
economic conservative — a believer in the
power of free markets — were challenged by
his Massachusetts state health care plan. And
his plan, although a state-level experiment,
became the basis for Obama’s national health
care plan that Republicans today consider a
burden on the nation’s economy. In addition,
Romney will have difficulty mobilizing
voters. He is a veritable political chameleon
and well-known flip-flopper; his frequent
ideological shifts regarding abortion, gun

control, and gay rights may alienate the
conservative base. He has also adopted a
hard-line anti-immigration stance, which will
alienate many Hispanic voters and distance
their rapidly growing, influential voting bloc.
Romney’s personal life will also be

under the United States.” The real issue is
that his Mormonism will bwwe difficult to
reconcile with the beliefs of the “religious
right.” Many of these evangelical Christians
consider Mormonism as a cult, not a
legitimate sect of Christianity. Justified or

under fire, especially his Mormon faith.
Admittedly, there is no constitutional
issue with Mormonism, since Article VI
of the Constitution explicitly states that
“no religious test shall ever be required as
a qualification to any office or public trust

not, the evangelist voting bloc wields a lot
of power in the early primaries and caucuses.
The real question is whether Romney can
overcome religious doubts by focusing
on his political credentials. If he cannot
successfully do so, his prospects for securing

Rather than frantically scribbling down every
word of their teacher’s lecture, students
can watch the lessons as frequently as they
would like without missing information and
falling behind. Junior Rajvi Shah gushes,
“The Khan Academy is a great way to
supplement learning in the classroom.
Whenever I’m stuck on Calc homework
or struggling with Physics, I log onto the
Khan Academy’s website and quickly find a
video that re-teaches the lesson I’m having

ability to self-learn.
Such new technological systems work
best by using many new methods of
learning, which traditional classrooms may
balk at. For years, businessmen, travelers,
and the intellectually curious have used
computer programs such as Rosetta Stone
to learn languages and acquire other types
of information. It’s clear why programs
like these have recently been introduced
to the classroom: the many possible
formats they provide allow for a multitude
of possibilities. You can watch native
speakers talk and decode their speech, or
see an intuitive visual representation of a
word problem. You can highlight sections
of a passage (something you cannot do in a
school textbook) and even create timelines,
graphs, or other diagrams. Although
these options are sometimes present in
a current classroom, an average teacher
usually cannot give the student a choice
of which approach to use or how to use
it. A technologically sophisticated problem
will let students progress while seeing the
lesson in a fun or creative light.
Of course, computers are not teachers,
and they do not give the personal touch
teachers do. Computers can’t tell jokes,
act as role models, or inspire students.
However, computers compensate for
their inhumanity by being extremely
consistent and reliable. Computers
do not make mistakes grading papers,
and they cannot favor one student over
another. Furthermore, they store massive
amounts of data that can help pinpoint
a student having difficulties or lagging
behind. Also, these computers boast

the nomination may be severely weakened.
Romney’s weakness paves the way for
staunch conservatives such as Herman Cain
to seize the lead. Unlike Romney, Cain is
a polarizing candidate; the independent
votes he could win are essential to securing
the presidency. Cain has clung to his rightwing ideals, arguing passionately for tax cuts
and privatization of Social Security. These
measures have given him the support of
most conservatives and have helped him
gain momentum in the influential Tea Party
movement. Unlike Romney, Cain has the
potential to electrify the core conservative
base. But it is precisely these qualities,
which make him a strong candidate for the
nomination, that could prove his undoing in
the general election. Cain leans heavily to the
right, even when more and more Americans
are identifying themselves as conservative.
But his radical views relative to the rest of
the GOP could drive away many moderates
and independents straight into the waiting
arms of the Obama camp.
President Obama has proven himself as
a skilled politician thus far, but he has yet to
convince America that he can corner his next
Republican opponent. If he hopes to win a
second term, Obama must first focus the
campaign around his opponent instead of
around the economy. This shift in his goals
would give voters a clearer understanding of
Obama’s goals without being distracted by
unemployment and other disadvantageous
topics Second, he must stay on the offensive
and constantly attack his opponent’s
character, policies, and personality. Politics
is more of a game than anything; if Obama
uses rough tactics to win more voters, he will
surely be headed towards victory. Finally, he
must exploit his charismatic personality, just
as he did in the 2008 election, to charm and
win over voters. If he plays his cards right,
Obama’s determination and levelheadedness
will surely play a huge role in future political
successes.
If Obama can do that, then maybe he can
actually win in 2012.

Are computers the ideal teachers of tomorrow?
By ERIN PETENKO, columnist
TECHNOLOGY’S rapid advancement has
caused us to wonder: just how much can
robots do? Robots have conquered the
game show frontier (with Watson winning
on Jeopardy! earlier this year), begun to take
over medicine (including aiding in complex
surgeries), and reduced the need for doctors,
and vastly dominated the eager public’s
imagination of the future. Now, tech
gurus are predicting new ground
for robots: education. Can
we really replace human
teachers with computers?
There are a myriad of
advantages in replacing flesh
and blood with silicon and
glass, but there are a several
problems, as well.
A prime example of
technological teachers can be
found in the Khan Academy,
a rapidly expanding forum
of online learning. It is based
on a simple idea: a college
graduate illustrates a math
problem via video, students
watch the explanation, and
then students do the
problem again and
again until they get
it right. Surprisingly,
this is much less of a
headache than it sounds.
Educators find that this method works; with
such an innovative curriculum, learners may
focus only on problematic areas and move
past relatively easy topics at their own pace.

trouble with. It’s
great!” Many students
who take advantage of
online learning’s flexible
pace reap the rewards, including higher
scores on standardized tests and an increased

knowledge bases from the four corners of
the planet. Angie Liu, a junior at J.P. who
has experienced the advent of new iPads
in her Latin class, extols the cosmopolitan
edge she gets from using online learning.
She explained her enthusiasm, saying, “The
lessons come from sources from all over the
world. This means that the online teachers
can show lots of approaches and methods
for solving a single problem; I love that I
am not forced to learn one specific way to
do anything because I now have a variety of
perspectives from which to choose.” There
is no human teacher, however charismatic
or talented he or she may be, that can boast
such versatility and worldly wisdom.
Computerized learning is not necessarily
appropriate for every classroom, and is not
even adequate to meet students’ needs. In
fact, it is far from being advanced enough
to replace humans, and simply cannot beat
the manifold advantages of flesh-and-blood
teachers. But, as far as reaching its basic
goals — providing students with knowledge
of a given topic — computerized learning
earns a tentative A.
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YOU KNOW YOU GO TO JPS WHEN... Fear of the Flamingo
…the average SAT score approaches the
number of students in the school
…you spend more time complaining about
studying than actually doing it
…you can’t tell if the music played on
Fridays is hip-hop or Swiss yodeling
…there are angry student search parties
looking for the person who pulled a fire
alarm at 2:29
…hipsters hate other hipsters for being
hipster
…being involved in fewer than three clubs
is frowned upon
…you see more freshmen at the college fair
than juniors and seniors combined
…you go to a vending machine and pray
that your food falls… just this one time….
…fights break out on free hugs day
…seniors are only taking physics for the Six
Flags trip and Gov for the DC trip
…you spend more time on APUSH extra
credit adventures than studying for the
actual quizzes and tests
…Mr. Smith has more school spirit than the
entire school combined
…Rutgers attracts the largest crowd of
parents and students at the college fair...
…and Princeton and Cornell run out of
fliers

…everyone is tired of Gertrude Hawk
chocolate bars…
…but obsessively buy them anyway
…the electricity bill is way too high because
students are “lighting up the sky!”
…the Hawk Mart has a coupon book
…the AC finally starts working…
…when temperatures have already dropped
below sixty
…the cafeteria provides tiny cups of free,
ice-cold water…
…but people still purchase bottled water for
$1.25
…students fear bad grades more than they
fear Homecoming rejection
…the hallways are more congested than Oak
Tree Road on weekends
…you know the marching band music by
heart because you can hear them practice
every other day…
…from your house
…seniors spend the morning of PSAT day
eating pancakes at IHOP…
…or sleeping in for three glorious hours
…anyone possessing the TI-Nspire CX
calculator with a color screen is greatly
admired
...your vice principal’s “sexy and he knows
it”

...and your AP Biology teacher is a BMX
stuntman
...and girls scream so loudly at the sight of
Mr. Cantalupo that you can’t hear his act
…you are afraid to speak to seniors because
they will rage about college apps
…visiting alum are treated with awe while
freshmen wonder who they are
…you still haven’t spoken to anyone in your
homeroom, either because you don’t know
them or don’t share classes with any of them
…you walk outside in the rain to avoid the
traffic near the staircase by the cafeteria
...some people have no idea what
“homecoming” and “tailgate” are
...juniors have just started joining clubs
because they now realize they have to start
college applications next year
…fights at lunch break out over chairs
…you’re excited that there’s a new lunch line
...seniors are contemplating dressing up as a
college application for Halloween
...you realize that you can replace “You know
you go to JPS when” with “That awkward
moment when...”.
By BHAVNA BHATIA, sophomore,
ABHISHEK CHOUTHAI, junior,
and ANDREW YE, sophomore

DESPERATE TIMES, DESPERATE MEASURES
By STEPHANIE TSAI, columnist
WE’VE ALL BEEN desperate. We all know
what T-Paine meant when he said, “These
are the times that try men’s souls.” It’s time
that we shine a light on a few of our drastic
deeds and face the fact that yes, we’ve done
things that can be classified as over-the-top.
“INSOMANIAC”: Mornings are rough.
There’s no need to make them worse by
setting your alarm for 2:00 AM to finish
homework. Your skin is sallow from
exhaustion, your eyes are drooping, and
you’re working (or trying to work) under
the ghostly light of a table lamp while the
rest of the hemisphere is lost in a world of
dreams. It will be a miracle if you manage
to stay awake and productive for more than
ten minutes.
THE AMAZING CHASE: This desperate
measure is hilarious to observe, not so funny
when it happens to you. You’re rushing to
the bus stop, about to turn the corner.
You’re on the verge of finding out your fate:
will you miss the bus today?
It’s leaving! Right there, before your very
eyes, the bus is slowly driving away into

the distance. You begin to sprint, your
mouth opening to shape the word “wait,”
your backpack flopping up and down with
every vain and frantic step. Meanwhile your
distantly fading bus-mates heartlessly point
and laugh.
GYM CLASS HERO: But that was just
the morning. School is where the real
desperation begins. For instance, you may
arrive at school and realize that you forgot
your gym clothes. A few of us see that as
the cue to initiate Project Beg and Borrow:
simply go around asking your friends for
their gym locker combination or for an
extra shirt and pair of sneakers. Someone is
bound to be nice enough to lend you gym
clothes, right? Don’t worry: by the end of
the year, there will be a huge pile of grimy
lost and found items to choose from. Mix
and match shoes, anyone?
“♫ DARLING, I WOULD BE LATE TO CLASS
FOR YA… ♫”: What’s life without love? Yes,
this desperate measure involves your crush.
Don’t deny; you’ve definitely memorized at
least half of his or her schedule. So what do
you do if you feel deprived of your heart’s
desire? You adopt a longer, more tedious

route to class that intersects your crush’s path
so that you can catch his or her sparkling
eye on the way to English class. Let’s face
it — the happiness you feel from glimpsing
his or her shimmering face for just one split
second before the crowds pull you apart is a
clear indication of desperation..
MEALTIME MULTITASKING: You should
have seen this one coming. Late nights and
early mornings plus unfinished homework
nearly always equals a lunchtime fiasco.
Forget about eating; you aren’t even looking
at your lunch. Instead, you’re frantically
flying through the homework you didn’t
finish last night, copying down the rest of the
math problems you split with a friend, and
studying for the science test you completely
forgot about. Unfortunately, what you don’t
realize is that this will not help you pass the
test. You still have a huge chance of failing
with flying colors (F+!) — thanks to a very
empty stomach.
CONSTANT “CLUBBING”: CRISIS: You
haven’t joined any extracurricular activities
yet. SOLUTION: Join that popular,
prestigious club that colleges love. Why? It’ll
make your college application sparkle, you
needed those last few volunteering hours,
and/or you had to join something.
If you don’t like it or can’t handle it, don’t
do it. If you try it and end up liking it, stick
with it. Colleges want students who are really
interested in the activities they participate in,
not those who joined just to appear involved.
Desperate measures may seem effective
in the delirious early-morning haze and
funny the morning after, but truly, we lose
ourselves in that frantic, terrified rush. In
our efforts to achieve perfection or just to
get things done, we often put our motives
above our hearts. One missed homework
assignment won’t kill you, but staying up all
night to finish homework might knock you
out the next day and into a vicious cycle of
sleeplessness So remember: where there is a
will, there is more than just a desperate way.

By HAOLUN XU, junior

I CAN ONLY SAY, in vain, that I do not
fear flamingos. As I search my heart for
a true fear, the image of that terrifying,
screeching raptor reduces me to painstricken tears. I plead for those demons to
go back to whatever cesspool they crawled
out of so that the pink terror might escape
my worries forever.
There is simply no logic, no aesthetic
flow to the flamingo’s appearance. Birds
are creations of beauty that gracefully
combine the colors of the sky with their
avian élan. While all birds should share
the same constitutions — defined wings,
sharp beaks, and feathers and colors that
shine bold and strong — the flamingo does
not. That wicked monster is not bold like
the blue jay, not charming like the cardinal,
not exalted like the eagle. It is ugly and
repulsive.
The color of a flamingo sends me into
a spiral of despair. That vile pink hue is
not the deep crimson of a cardinal or the
soothing white of a swan. It is an ambivalent
color, filled with indifference and apathy. It
possesses neither a deep shade nor a pure
light. The flamingo stands between the
border of identities, the border of colors,
the border of reason. Its color does not
stun and awe, but rattles and uneases. It is
not a creation of Mother Nature as much
as it is a product of Lovecraft and H.G
Wells. The flamingo is a black hole that
consumes the logical pattern and mental
reason of all those around it.
The flamingo is a menacing creature, and
even more of a visual shock when observed
in its natural environment. If one were to
witness the spawning nest that is a flamingo
colony, one would grow sick. Crowded in a
swamp, they overlap each other, raw layers
of flesh and wing. The color is intensified:
it is more disgusting and more evil, like a
decaying human corpse. Piles upon piles
of bird lay in a swamp and the only sound
heard is the hushed, nauseating noise of
flamingo activity, as the colony moves as
one hulking mass of pink horror. The bulk
of a bird stands in the filth of mud; one
realizes that surely this animal was created
not to supplement the world’s beauty, but
to contrast with it. The presence of the
flamingo instantly transforms water to
grime, not unlike a perverse alchemy. It
is the work of a fiend, one that has fallen
from grace, a disfigured cherub so badly
injured that it now stands on one leg.
But surely the most revolting aspect of
the flamingo is its eyes. I struggle to write
this, as even thinking about those menacing
pupils creates the most violent shakes of
my hand. My teeth chatter, though I am
not cold. My heart stops, but my watch still
ticks. Those eyes: they do not charm, but
paralyze. As one looks into those pools of
black animosity, one realizes that a flamingo
does not see the world itself; it sees the
destruction and the chaos. And as a man
gazes into those evil eyes, those marbles of
black malice, he realizes his sanity decays
as quickly as a raisin in the sun. As the
flies settle in, so does the uneasiness. The
silence that accompanies the Pink Basilisk’s
eyes is maddening. It simply stands and
looks deep inside you, revealing intensities
of panic that have never been open before,
like gaping wounds.
The silence of the flamingo nullfies
the miracle of music: it does not heal and
create, it dismantles. The unbroken silence
of a flamingo is the opposite of music; it is
a destructive discord and an auditory ataxia.
Those eyes stare deep inside a man. And as
he dares to look back, the world disappears,
and he is forever trapped in eternal torment
as the eyes of the Leviathan rip him apart,
piece by living piece.
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YOUR GUIDE TO SURVIVING ENGLISH: SUMMER READING EDITION
By KAUSTUBH DESHPANDE, senior, and PARAG BAPNA, junior
NOW THAT SEPTEMBER HAS PASSED BY, most of us have come to grips with the fact that school has officially started. By now, many have either abandoned attempts to slog
through their summer reading, or have instead opted to speed-read two hundred pages in thirty minutes by way of Sparknotes. Those of us who actually have read, however,
found that a few of our assigned books weren’t all that bad. The following is our take on six books that might’ve popped up on your reading list this past summer.
PRIDE AND THE PREJUDICE: Darcy refuses to dance
with Elizabeth, so Elizabeth hates Darcy. Then
Darcy realizes he loves her and proposes to her. This
time Elizabeth rejects him – payback! However, in
the end this book is like a Disney movie and the two
teasing lovebirds land together. A warning to all the
guys: this is a chick book, but never fear – the Keira
Knightley movie should arouse your interests.

A FAREWELL TO ARMS: As an Amazon reviewer
noted, “Try munching on kitty litter, and you’ll
understand how dry the book is.” The first thing
you notice is Hemingway’s colorless writing
style. It’s plain and bland. And very choppy and
alternately very long in the same way that one’s
journey through life is choppy and long and also
rainy, like the coldness of death, and how life breaks
down the very young and the the very brave and the
very good equally, and how life is also very “and”intensive and studded with prepositional phrases in
every other clause. Also something about chivalry
and a man’s code of honor and symbolic baptisms.

THE CATCHER IN THE RYE: The majority
of the story is just Holden meandering
morosely through the streets of New
York, yearning for Jane Gallagher and
consorting with the occasional woman
of ill repute. But there is certainly a lot
to be learned from the young, sensitive
protagonist — the archetype of today’s
angsty teen. He hates everyone and
everything and has no problem telling us
about it, but deep down, Holden Caufield
is just one big softie trying to find himself.

TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD: First off, if

you’re interested in a book about hunting,
this isn’t it. However it does manage
to shoot down something — southern
racism! After reading this book you will
realize two things: that the Ewells are
the scummiest of all scum and that Boo
Radley is actually real.

Halloween Pick-Up Lines
By HAOLUN XU, junior
ALTHOUGH I VIEW myself as a by-the-book trick-or-treater, I confess with a
bashful smile that I have indulged in the temptation of Halloween-related pickup
lines, immersed in that verbal bewitchery. However, in my defense, I was tantalized
by the artistic charm that pickup lines have, not unlike a scientific fascination. As
a result, I advise these bad boys be used with caution; it’s surprising how many
ladies carry pepper spray in today’s day and age. Hope these make you howl.

–Excuse me, but you look like my future children’s mummy.
–Skeleton: I want to ask you out, but I don’t have the guts.
–“Dang, you look so Boo-tiful!”
–If I saw you in a mirror, I would say, “Bloody Mary me.”
–Don’t worry, although I’m a vampire, I don’t have bat breath.
–Will you date me? I’m a skeleton – I have no body to go out with.
–You caught my eye with your beauty. Can I have it back?
–Bee-boop. May I calculate your measurements? Beep-boo.
–I want to ask you out, but I have butterflies in my stomach… literally.
–Let’s go find that Giant Pumpkin, Charlie Brown.
–Beep-boo, can I buy you a gear? Boop-bee.
–Hey, Humpty Dumpty, let’s go and scramble your eggs.
–Excuse me, nurse? I broke my leg falling for you.
–You should be dressed as a tornado, because you blew me away.
–You should be a thief, because you stole my heart.
–I see you’re an M&M. Can I offer you a Hershey’s Kiss?
–It’s a good thing I’m a fireman, because you’re smoking hot!
–You’re the cutest ghoul I know.
–The sweetest thing I’ve seen all night is you.
–I don’t like your costume, you wear it too often. You look like an angel all the time!
–Braiiiinzzzzz….is something I love in a woman.
–The classic: “What do YOU turn into at night?”

1984: This dreary book was George Orwell’s masterpiece, and

it’s among the creepiest novels ever composed. Written in 1949,
it shows the extent to which government could one day rule our
lives, and portrays the future world as analogous to a giant elevator,
with cameras everywhere, everyone avoiding eye contact, and no
one saying anything more than necessary. To make a long story
short, you probably don’t want to read the book when you’re in
a good mood, because it gets real depressing real fast... especially
when you realize that Big Brother is already watching — in the
form of Naviance, Genesis, and Parent Portal.

FREAKONOMICS: Have you ever wondered what not to name
your future baby? No? Well, if you do start pondering the
subject, this book will surely facilitate your decision. Aside from
ample data on baby names, it includes comparisons between
teachers and sumo wrestlers, an analysis of the inner workings
of a cocaine gang, and half a chapter devoted to bagel theft.
Though the information gleaned from the book will probably
never have any practical use, it is quite fascinating, and shows us
how egregiously reality differs from our conceptions of it.

What do JP Students
Fear the Most?
By SANJANA PRAKASH, senior
THIS YEAR’S SURVEY of what people feared the
most brought shocking results. The number one fear
of JPS students is... (drumroll) being eaten by a tomato.
Who would have known? An astonishing 52% of the
people surveyed are evidently suffering from a mild
case of tomatophobia. The fear of failure managed to
grab second place, receiving 13% of the votes. This is
understandable — most people wish to avoid failure.
Senior participation was made also clear by the large
number of students who indicated their apprehension
of not finishing college applications by the deadline.
This rounded up the top three fears which accumulated
a tenth of the votes. The fear of dying placed fourth
with 6%, a sad showing since almost nine times more
students were afraid of a common fruit. Fear of
heights, insects and the unknown each secured 5%
of the votes each, sharing fifth place. Fear of public
speaking, darkness, and closed spaces tied for last, each
with 2%. Though some may have answered jokingly, we
can catch a glimpse into what causes anxiety and terror
among our classmates. Maybe some people do have
nightmares of ghoulish red tomatoes chasing them to
their doom.
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JP’S SCARIEST CLASSES
By STEPHANIE TSAI, columnist

EVERY SCHOOL has its tough courses,
and JP Stevens is no exception. But there
are some that cause even the brightest to
recoil, make the ambitious dread coming
to school, and scar the memories of
graduates. Below is a list of JP’s most
notorious classes:

AP US HISTORY:

Otherwise known as “APUSH,” AP
US History feasts on the weekends (and
GPAs) of juniors and sophomores.
When these poor souls are not running
around in New York City or Boston with
their textbooks for extra credit, they are
spending countless hours filming videos,
cursing at Windows Movie Maker, and
saving the files in multiple places to avoid
disaster on presentation day. APUSH
forces these students to shout out random
dates as they run in gym and is the main
cause for the increase of under-eye bags
and bicep growth, as carrying three prep
books — AMSCO, Crash Course, and
Angela Chiang’s notes — is the norm.

AP CHEMISTRY:

AP EUROPEAN HISTORY:

Though new to the school, AP Chem is the fastest paced
science course offered at JP Stevens. Forced to cover a chapter
a week and with only two tests a marking period, students
reminisce about the A+ they had in honors chemistry and
attempt to avoid failure through grueling hours of study.
Luckily enough, the students and teachers of this course
have formed “Team AP Chem” as a means of facing the
menacing Ostwald, Boyle, and Avogadro and his pet mole.
While no horror stories have yet arisen, the existence of
“Team AP Chem” attests to the terrors of the course.

While this class is only available to seniors, it has gained
notoriety across the school because of its difficulty. Those
diagnosed with senioritis struggle to take 30 pages of
class notes in half a marking period and cope with lengthy
readings — approximately 50 pages a chapter in addition to
extra documents. “I was kind of disappointed when I found
out that we weren’t going to actually take a trip to Europe,
but Mr. P. is a really awesome teacher,” remarked senior
Jason Yang.
ALGEBRA II HONORS:

HONORS BIOLOGY:

Honors Biology pales in comparison to the threats of
AP Chemistry or AP Euro. Yet, it is nonetheless responsible
for introducing freshmen and sophomores to coffee, Red
Bull, and some of the first late nights in a student’s career.
Never before exposed to such a massive quantity of facts to
memorize, underclassmen go through painstaking chapters
on triglycerides and meiosis and sweat through hours of
independent study and last-minute cramming. When asked
about her experiences in the torturous class, senior Joan Kao
answered, “I had moved up from Level 1, so I thought we
were going to learn about how animals have fur. I was in for
a rude awakening!”

Perhaps the biggest cause of sweaty palms among
freshmen and sophomores, Algebra II Honors is
responsible for the piles of open Larson and Hostetler
books and uneaten food during lunchtime. These fledgling
underclassmen clutch their TI-30X IIS calculators as they
prepare to face logarithmic functions. They sleep next to
their unit circles and have nightmares about sine, cosine,
and tangent during fourth marking period trigonometry. In
Algebra II Honors, students suffer through 100 problems a
night to avoid completely shattering their GPAs. According
to Mrs. Baldessari, “A lot of work is needed to get a high
grade in Algebra II Honors. To keep up, you have to practice,
practice, and practice.”

12 Little-Known Holidays
By AMY HUANG, columnist
BURNS NIGHT: JANUARY 25

WORLD PARTY DAY: APRIL 3

INT’L TALK LIKE A PIRATE DAY: SEPTEMBER 19

People attend parties celebrating poet Robert
Burns, where they eat traditional Scottish dishes, drink Scotch whisky, and recite his works.
Everyone is encouraged to celebrate, but beware —Scotch whisky is expensive, potent, and
illegal for everyone under drinking age.

World Party Day is a global celebration dedicated
to peace. People worldwide hold parties, concerts,
and meditations to bring awareness to human rights.

One day in 1995, Mark Summers and John Baur
created International Talk like a Pirate Day. Set on
September 19 (Summers’ ex-wife’s birthday), this
whimsical holiday is now highly popular.

ST. BRIGID’S DAY: FEBRUARY 1

Women create corn dollies and decorate
them as symbols of Brigid, a patron of Ireland.
They make beds for the dollies and stay with
them for a night, and the next day, the men
visit and treat both the women and dollies with
respect.
WHITE DAY: MARCH 14
Calendar

Maps

In Japan and South Korea, women give men
they care for chocolates on Valentine’s Day.
One month later, the men return the favor by
giving women gifts at least two or three times
more expensive than the gifts they gave, usually
candy, jewelry, or clothing. White Day is an
“answer” to Valentine’s Day, a day for men
to acknowledge and express gratitude for the
women’s affections.

TOWEL DAY: MAY 25

Towel Day was created in 2001 to honor
Douglas Adams. On this day, fans from all
over the globe of the late author carry or wear
towels as a tribute to his most famous work, The
Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy. Some avid fans
even hold towel fashion shows.

APPLE DAY: OCTOBER 21

Established in the United Kingdom in 1990,
Apple Day celebrates the versatility of society and
importance of every single person on the world.
The apple is used as the symbol of people due to
its abundance and because every apple is different
— just like every one of us.

KAMEHAMEHA DAY: JUNE 11

Every year on this day, a floral parade is held
in Hawaii and a lei is draped on the statue of
Kamehameha the Great.
PARENTS’ DAY: JULY 24

On this day, children atone for the times they
were inconsiderate to their parents and lavish
them with attention, praise and special greeting
cards and gifts.
NATIONAL LIGHTHOUSE DAY: AUGUST 7

National Lighthouse Day was created in 1989
to commemorate the 200th anniversary of the
commissioning of the first American lighthouse.
During this day, all safe lighthouse grounds are
open to the public.

PEPERO DAY: NOVEMBER 11

On Pepero Day, a holiday akin to Valentine’s
Day, young couples exchange Pepero, a South
Korean snack similar to Pocky, as a sign of love.
People exchange them on November 11 because
the long, thin shape of the stick resembles the
date 11/11.
FESTIVUS: DECEMBER 23

Festivus was created by writer Dan O’ Keefe
to celebrate the holiday season without the pressures that usually accompany it. Traditions include
putting up an unadorned aluminum Festivus pole
as well as the “Airing of Grievances,” a group of
speeches that involve each participant’s outlining
their disappointments.
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KC Rally of Spirit
By HAMSITHA JUPALLI, junior, and
AMULI KULKARNI, junior
BUILDING CHARACTER, creating leaders,
and providing service, JP Stevens Key Club
has always been dedicated to bettering our
school and community. Although it has quite
a following, the JP chapter is only a small
part of the picture; Key Club is the largest
student-based organization in the world. In
order to stay connected and informed, every
October the New Jersey chapters reunite for
the biggest event of the season: Fall Rally.
This year, on October 9, 2011, the New
Jersey Key Club hosted its annual Fall Rally
at Six Flags Great Adventure. Over 3,000
members from across New Jersey attended
the convention. Enthusiasm filled the air as
the crowd cheered for their local divisions.
Playing along with the “Swing into the
Jungle of Service” theme, the New Jersey
District Board humorously opened the event
by introducing themselves while dressed
as various jungle animals, which further
animated the already enthusiastic crowd.
Through all the excitement, the members
received plenty of information about the
various projects Key Club will undertake this
year, such as the Eliminate Project, which
aims to eradicate MNT (Maternal Neonatal
Tetanus) from all third-world countries.

28
The number
of National Merit

semifinalists from JP
Stevens (out of a total
of 63 semifinalists
from
Middlesex
County).

JP Day, contd. Music, contd. Social, contd.
leaving for home, others heading back to
their rooms to clean up.
“It was so nice to see such support for
our school community. I must admit that
JP Day was truly a memorable experience,”
exclaimed junior Reema Thakkar. “I’m really
looking forward to this event next year!”
We sincerely thank all the people who
came out to support JP Stevens, giving
students a chance to give back to their school
and in turn, connect with their community.
Although we did not raise as much money as
hoped, the event was still a success.
“48 JPSKC members cheered Lt.
Governor Revathi Mekala as she
addressed the 3000 Key Clubbers gathered at Six Flags. This event provides us
with focus on the upcoming service year...
and a great day at the park.”
—Mr. Andreuzzi, advisor
Moving speeches from the Key Club
International board reminded the members
of Key Club’s ideals and motivated them to
get more involved for the service year ahead.
After the conference, students enjoyed
the rest of the day in Six Flags. The rally not
only reminded members of why they chose
to join Key Club in the first place, but also
displayed how Key Clubbers will always
manage to find success and joy in their work.

6
of

The
number
unexcused absences allotted to
students under the
administration’s new
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performed the classic “Ave Maria” by Bach.
The last piece, “Not a Love Story,” was
performed by senior Kimberly Linford.
Following Chamber Orchestra’s lively,
contemporary performance was the A
Capella Choir’s “Dide Ta Deo,” an energetic
Nigerian folk song which talks about
“coming home.” The next piece, “Tune Thy
Music,” was slower and emptier, consisting
of “hollow chords.” Mr. Meszaros described
the melancholy song as “thought-provoking
because the music expressed the complexity
and inconclusiveness of the text.” “Non,
Nobis,” an enthralling and intense Latin
song which gripped the audience’s attention,
ended the entire night with a flourish.
In between the performances of the
second half of the dinner, the Senior
Chamber members sang “Rhythm of Love,”
followed by a classical song, “La Promessa,”
sung by Danielle Kim. From the harmonious
beginning to the last belted notes, senior
Julia Maxham captivated the audience with
her sultry voice and humorous lyrics in her
rendition of popular song, “Always True to
You in My Fashion.” The audience roared
with delight as the show drew to a close,
capturing the electric atmosphere that
had persisted throughout the night. The
Spaghetti Dinner had enjoyed yet another
successful year.

The fun and experiences shared by
participants in the freshman social became
an important bridge into their high school
lives. The enthusiasm of all those involved
transformed the social from being uneventful
into something spectacular. The work of
the student council was especially notable,
as the many hours of preperation showed.
Senior Vigneshwar Subramanian, a student
council volunteer at the event, reflected
upon the proceedings afterwards: “I feel the
Social was an important step toward getting
acclimated to the high school atmosphere.
Freshman year can be a bit overwhelming at
times, and, hopefully, having made friends
and met new people, this will help everyone
adjust quicker.”
Finally, after all the icebreakers and
competitions, the gym was converted into a
large dance floor with the young freshmen
unwinding and swaying to the beat of
the music. It didn’t take very long until a
large circle formed and the most fearless
freshmen assumed the center of attention.
Alas, though energy levels were peaking,
it was soon time to leave. With a fantastic
turnout, great overall spirit, and, of course,
free refreshments, the freshman social can
be declared a success. It was the first step for
many freshman to what, hopefully, will be an
amazing four years at JP Stevens.
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Band in the Yahama
Cup at Giants Stadium, which competed in a field of over
50 teams.

(about 4 minutes) it
takes to walk from
one end of the JP
Stevens building to
the other.
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Just what the Dr. ordered Ms. Quick on running JP
By LAHARI SANGITHA, sophomore
THOUGH HE SPORTS a stylish mustache
and a pleasant smile, Dr. Anthony Shallop
can appear intimidating at first glance. After
all, he is the new assistant principal of JP
Steven. But minutes into a conversation, he
reveals a gentle and academic nature. With
a doctorate in organic chemistry and twenty
published articles in Rutgers University’s
Targum, Dr. Shallop
seems to possess the
necessary intelligence and
qualifications for his lofty
position. He was inspired
to to enter the field of
education after taking
on some minor teaching
in graduate school. After
that, Dr. Shallop was
part of an American
Chemical
Society
show on why women
are
underrepresented
with PhDs in the field
of
chemistry,
and
later published some
important conclusions
on women’s studies.
He later decided to try
his hand in secondary
school education, fell NARAYAN KOVIL
immediately in love, and embarked his career
in the field of education.
Despite having played soccer and ice
hockey in school, Dr. Shallop labeled himself
a “nerd,” particularly in chemistry. A diligent
worker, Dr. Shallop stated that “grades were
very important to [him]” all throughout high
school. The academic caliber of JP Stevens
and Ms. Pawlikowski’s vision of a studentcentered school (though “students may not
always realize this”) were, for him, critical

factors in the ex-principal of Middletown
High School shifting over to JP Stevens.
Dr. Shallop also ventures to offer his
opinion on a variety of school related issues.
He hopes to maintain the JP Stevens policy
of enforcing students’ arrival to class on
time. “The quicker students get to class,”
he says, “the quicker they can to get to the
focus of their education.” He also insists on
ensuring that all students feel safe and happy
about coming to school
every day. “If students
are worried about what
others think and what’s
happening behind the
scenes, they’re going to
be distracted and won’t
be able to focus on the
important things.” Dr.
Shallop asserts that
“anything worth doing
is never easy.” The most
rewarding part of his
job, Dr. Shallop states,
are interactions with
the many students. He
strives to talk to as many
kids as possible to get a
feel for what they want
out of their high school
experience.
In his free time, Dr.
Shallop referees for ice hockey tournaments
and is an avid skier. He also has four children
— the oldest at ten years —and another
baby boy on the way.
Closing up the interview, Dr. Shallop
issues a simple yet critical piece of advice,
one that offers as telling a glimpse into his
character as anything else. “Always work
hard. The future is what you make of it, and
it won’t be given to you on a silver platter.
You have to work for it.”

THE POSITION OF assistant principal at
JP Stevens can be considered akin to the
Defense Against the Dark Arts position
at Hogwarts. Over the past years, several
assistant principals have come and gone.
Fortunately for us, however, the newest
addition to the JP staff — optimistic and
experienced — seems set to stay.
Ms. Quick, one of our new assistant
principals, was looking
for a change from the
teaching scene when she
joined the administrative
staff. Prior to her assistant
principal post at JP
Stevens, she worked in
Montgomery Township
as a high school English
teacher.
Ms.
Quick
also ran the summer
enrichment
program,
worked at a part-time
administrative position,
taught middle school
for 10 years, and ran a
camp in Montgomery for
young men ages 6-18 for
8 years. Seeking greater
opportunities to help
students and teachers, she
chose to make the step up to administrator.
In a revealing interview, one gets a sense
of how sincerely Ms. Quick wishes to help
the students and teachers in the building.
Describing herself as “kind, hardworking,
and fair,” Ms. Quick enjoys change and
the challenge presented by responding to
student’s concerns. She believes the best part
of her job is solving problems and making
students’ ideas come to fruition.
Ms. Quick’s responsibilities include the

coordination of guidance, the athletic
department, and the main office, the
assignment of lockers, management of the
cafeteria, and much more. Seeking to make
her own mark on the school, Ms.Quick
looks to get more grants for elective
courses and find different ways to improve
the learning environment in the building.
Ms. Quick hopes, especially, to address the
issue of assigning lockers in a more central
location for students — no easy feat with
2400 students to take into
consideration.
In her free time, Ms.
Quick likes to run (no
pun intended), hang out
with friends, and take
her nieces and dog to
the park. As a former
English teacher, she loves
literature, and is an fan
of Jane Austen. (She’s
read Pride and Prejudice
thrice.) She especially
wanted to emphasize the
importance of personal
honesty and fairness;
when asked what lesson
she would offer to the
students at JPS, she replied
that students should
the importance
NARAYAN KOVIL realize
of acknowledging everyone’s intrinsic value.
“Everyone has something to give to the
world,” she says. “Everyone should be a kind
and caring individual and leave the doors of
JP Stevens aspiring to achieve their goals.”
Though she hasn’t been here long, Ms.
Quick thinks JP Stevens is a wonderful
school with wonderful students and bright
attitudes. With Ms. Quick’s proactive nature
and desire to affect change, that optimistic
view will surely be maintained.

it was a really refreshing experience.”
This year’s committee topics ranged from
a SPECPOL General Assembly on the
Right to Protect Clause to an Arab League
discussion of the Arab Spring.
In the flagship USNSC Crisis committee,
experienced upperclassmen spent their time
resolving a real-time stream of Cold War
crises. The crisis committee, which took
place in 1956, was small but dynamic, with
live updates and surprises punctuating heated
debate. As chairwoman Aparna Govindan
put it, “The delegates were really adaptive
and creative in their responses to our crises.”
The effort each delegate put into researching
the topics and developing innovative
solutions created an electric atmosphere that
showcased JPSMUN’s prime.
Each committee concluded debate
with comprehensive resolutions that dealt
with the issues presented in an effective,
diplomatic fashion. SPECPOL, the Arab

League, the Futuristic NATO, and the
USNSC were all able to develop powerful
strategies for combating serious political and
social issues, among them a comprehensive
plan to resolve a potential civil war on the
Korean peninsula. The day ended with the
awards ceremony. Each chair described
the difficulty in selecting delegates worthy
of special recognition, simply because so
many of them were on top of their game
and brought everything they had to move
committee. Says chair Vishal Bailoor, “The
level of performance at this year’s first
JPSMUN was really astounding, and I speak
for everyone when I say that nobody failed
to represent the best of their schools.”
Nevertheless, all delegates should be
recognized for their hard work, perseverance,
and vast improvement. A strong sense of
pride connects the JPSMUN family, and
in the awards ceremony this prestige and
mutual appreciation was most apparent.

Sophomore Sudeepti Vedula said, “JPSMUN
was a memorable experience that helped me
understand what Model UN is all about.
It made me gain confidence in myself to
make speeches, and I can’t wait until another
conference.” Regardless of awards, the
JPSMUN staff praised all of the delegates
for an amazing, thought-provoking, and
organized conference. A long summer of
planning concluded with a powerful payoff.
JPSMUN returns to VAMUN this
November to defend their Best Large
Delegation title. This year, JPSMUN also
plans on attending competitive conferences
such as Harvard MUN and WAMUNC.
Returning veterans will be accompanied by
fresh new faces, eager to experience their
first international conference. Regardless
of the team’s high expectations, this first
conference serves as solid evidence that
JPSMUN has the talent and willpower to
succeed.

By BRYAN LIN, sophomore

A landmark JPSMUN: anything but MUNdane
By STEVEN XIE, sophomore

AFTER A LONG summer of planning and
coordination, the JP Stevens Model United
Nations team began its conference season
in earnest with the largest-ever JPSMUN to
date. On October 8, JPSMUN played host
to its first county-wide conference right
here at JP Stevens. Local politician Samip
Joshi and Best Delegate representative and
cofounder Kevin Felix Chan were there to
deliver rousing keynote addresses before
the delegates were split into committees.
Both stressed the importance of Model UN
in their lives and attributed much of their
successes to MUN.
Though most delegates were attending
their first conference, all of them brought
their A game to committee. Says E-Board
president Shashwat Chugh, “The delegates
really blew me away this year. Everyone was
just so vocal and energetic in committee;

R-E-S-P-E-C-T: What it means to those at JP
By ARIHANT SETH, sophomore
ON OCTOBER 3RD, schools all over New
Jersey kicked off Respect Week. For the first
time, public schools across New Jersey taught
scores of students the importance of respect
and the dangers of intimidation, harassment,
and bullying. Prior to the 20112012 school
year, the Department of Education had only
recommended schools to have anti-bullying
policies; however, starting this school year,
these policies will be required in every
public school across the state. The law was
adopted after Tyler Clementi, a freshman at
Rutgers University, took his own life after
being targeted by other students over sexual
preference. Signed in January, New Jersey’s
anti-bullying law is considered to be the
toughest in the nation.

The law tries to instruct students that
having respect for others and yourself is a
key factor in later sucess. As our principal
Ms. Pawlikowski put it, “Requiring the
respect or demanding respect and earning
respect is the most important factor in any
relationship whether it’s student to student,
student to teacher, student to parent, or
boyfriend to girlfriend.” Educators have
affirmed that respect, responsibility, and
relationships must be taught to ensure a free,
open atmosphere that enables students to
reach their full potential. Ms. Pawlikowski
believes that JP is well known among
other schools for creating such educational
ambiance throughout its campus. “I hear it
all the time […] it really makes me happy
when I hear praise from other schools
especially with regards to sports. I hear how

respectful our students are. I truly believe we
have a respectful student body here which
is why we have so few problems here,” Ms.
Pawlikowski said in an interview.
Furthermore, a lack of respect is a major
factor in self-deprecation. As Dr. Shallop,
the new assistant principal in JP Stevens
said, “Ultimately, you’re not going to have a
full enjoyment of life. You’re not going to
be able to appreciate things. And if you can’t
have respect for other cultures, ethnicities,
backgrounds, and other ways of thinking,
then you are really limiting yourself to what
you can experience in life, and if you can’t do
that, you’re going to miss out on a lot.”
Throughout the week, the announcements
included quotes about fair treatment
and respect, reaffirming the purpose of
Respect Week. Although Respect Week

concluded on October 7, the golden rule
will, hopefully, still be practiced in JP
and in other schools across New Jersey.

Looking for up-to-date
sports scores, original
articles, and student
blogs?
Visit our new website at
JPSHAWKEYE.COM to
read all the pieces in print
along with web-exclusive
articles.
We’ll be updating
regularly, so check back
every week!
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A riveting rally with Coach Pisano
By RAVI AGRAWAL, sophomore

THE LADY HAWKS are following up last

year’s amazing season with an even better
one this year. Old players have stepped up
in positions of leadership, and new players
have gained critical experience. Overall,
the team has great chemistry, helping them
succeed not only on the court, but also off
the court. Hawkeye caught up with Coach
Pisano to ask about the Lady Hawks this
year.

advice on the court during games.
QUESTION: What was the most memorable
moment this season for you, so far?
PISANO: The most memorable moment

I’d say was participating in the “September
Smash” tournament in Livingston. Senior
Alice Tsung showed that she was a great wellrounded athlete by making the basketball
shooting contest finals during lunch break!

QUESTION: Who are the captains of the
tennis team, and what would you say are
their biggest strengths/weaknesses?
PISANO: The captains this year are Seniors
Brenda Yu, Michelle Zhang, and Jennifer
Chen. Brenda Yu, with three years of varsity
experience, retains her sportsmanship on
and off the court. Michelle Zhang leads by
example on court — she is focused and does
not like to lose. Jennifer Chen, a team player,
unites the players through her leadership
and exemplifies camaraderie.
QUESTION: What is the team’s overall
record so far? In terms of GMC’s and
other tournaments, how has the team been
doing? How is JP’s current ranking in the
Red Division?
PISANO: The girls have pulled out an
impressive 14-2 record overall, with losses
against some of the best teams in the state:
East Brunswick and Livingston High School.
With regard to GMCs, JP placed third. The
team is second in the Red Division.
QUESTION: Do you have any promising
newcomers to the team this year?
PISANO: Freshman Michelle Tsung is playing
second doubles with another newcomer,
junior Sulagha Chauhan, who moved back
here from India. Both are spectacular girls
who have made the most of their playing
time on the court.
QUESTION: Would you rather have a
consistent player at the net/baseline, or an
aggressive poacher/player?
PISANO: While consistency is greatly valued
in girls tennis, I myself prefer an aggressive
player any day! I love it when I can see the
passion players feel for tennis on the court.
QUESTION: Who do you think has the best
serve on the team?
PISANO: Captain Brenda Yu, third singles,
has the highest first serve percentage of the
team. However, Captain Michelle Zhang has
the most power in her serve.
QUESTION: What do you see as your toughest
challenge this season? Is there anything that
the team wishes to improve on?
PISANO: Since most players are new to
varsity, I need to take time to understand
their personalities. Getting to know their
personas is vital to knowing how to coach
them individually. The team as a whole
already has unity, but each player has
her individual strengths and weaknesses.
Everyone has aspects of their game that
need work. One thing I would prefer,
however, is to keep JV and Varsity together
at practice.
QUESTION: Being the coach of JP’s tennis
team must be very difficult. What makes it
so tough and what makes it worth it?
PISANO: Tough is when you spend hours of
practice to demand excellence and they still
don’t perform well in a match (not the case
with our team)! What’s worth it? Hours and
hours of practice and it pays off. Also, the
girls tennis team has players with amazing
characters; it’s easier to coach them overall.
The girls accept critical feedback with grace
and acknowledge any faults they need to
work on. It shows that they take what I say
to heart when I see them implement my

Senior Captains Brenda Yu, Michelle Zhang, and Jennifer Chen, with
the rest of the girls, pose and beam cheerfully in their team picture.

The Djoker More closure
strikes again for Stosur
By NISHAAD RUPAREL, senior
THE DOLDRUMS OF AUGUST mean one
thing to tennis fans: the start of the US
Open. This summer, the competition capped
off a spectacular year filled with emerging
storylines and riveting drama.
Roger Federer, a man previously dubbed
“the greatest ever,” is no longer dominant.
For years, his eventual decline seemed sure
to come at the hands of persistent Rafael
Nadal. Yet, as Nadal battles chronic injuries,
a spot has opened up for a new face to take
control. Cue Novak Djokovic. Nicknamed
“The Djoker,” Novak is currently ranked
number one; he lost a grand total of three
times in 2011.
Federer, Nadal, and Djokovic were
considered favorites heading into the
tournament. However, the field flaunted
some familiar faces, such as Andy Murray,
Juan Martin Del Potro, Andy Roddick, JoWilfried Tsonga, John Isner, and Mardy
Fish. Roddick, Isner, and Tsonga looked
strong in the first week, and even managed
to reach the quarterfinals. But when “Super
Saturday,” the day for men’s semi-finals,
rolled around, only the top four in the world
remained standing.
Nadal dismissed Murray easily, the
Federer-Djokovic match was the more
entertaining of the tournament. In the first
two sets, Federer played impeccably. In
vintage form, he waltzed around the court
with points that would embarrass even the
most novice players. However, Djokovic
rallied to even the match at two sets a piece.
In the final fifth set, Federer was up a
break and had the opportunity to serve for
the match at 5-3. In the ninth game, Federer
even led 40-15, thus giving him two match
points, which he somehow squandered.
Despite the fact that most of the crowd was
rooting for Federer, Djokovic persevered.
In a dazzling display of mental toughness,
he seized the next four games and took the
match 6-7, 4-6, 6-3, 6-2, and 7-5.
In the finals, Djokovic cruised against a
battered Nadal, winning his first US Open.
It seems that men’s tennis has a new king:
Novak Djokovic has forced his opponents
to take “The Djoker” more seriously. He
has silenced his critics and confirmed his
legitimacy as a top contender. Now we fans
must wonder: who will trump him?

By JENNIFER CHEN, senior, and
MICHELLE ZHANG, senior
WITH TWO-TIME defending US Open
champion Kim Clijsters absent, the 2011
girls US Open championship was up for
grabs. Still, no one could have predicted the
course of the tournament.
Viewers knew that this US Open would
be different from the others from the onset,
when third seed Maria Sharapova was
knocked out in only the third round, losing
to 26th seed Flavia Pennetta. Sharapova’s
inconsistency, with 60 unforced errors and
twelve double faults, led to her downfall. The
second shock would come later when Venus
Williams announced that she had Sjögren’s
syndrome, an autoimmune disorder that
causes exhaustion and joint pain.
At the same time, sister Serena Williams,
recovering from two foot surgeries, took
the first four rounds without dropping a
set, including an easy semifinals win over
the number one seed, Caroline Wozniacki.
Serena Williams’ final opponent, Samantha
Stosur, had a more difficult time to qualify:
she endured the longest women’s match in
tournament history.
Many viewers expected a Williams victory
in straight sets; however, it was Stosur who
came out on top 6-2, 6-3. There were several
reasons for Williams’ loss. Predominantly,
her temper got the best of her after a
frustrating drought. Stosur had won twelve
consecutive points to secure the first set,
so when Williams finally gained a point by
ripping a forehand for an apparent winner
to fight off another break, she could not
contain her delight by yelling “come on!”
But Stosur got a piece of the ball, and
when she made contact, it brought into play
the hindrance rule. Because the ball was on
her opponent’s side of the court at Williams’
outburst, the point was awarded to Stosur,
giving her the game. Serena responded with
a frenzy, even threatening the umpire.
For the second time in three years,
Williams’ behavior toward an official at
Arthur Ashe Stadium has led to a major
defeat. Stosur continued her feathery
backhand slices and ferocious forehands.
Finally, Stosur whipped a backhand. Williams
desperately lunged for it, but it was too late.
Collapsing to the floor, Samantha Stosur
earned her first grand slam victory.
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Kickin’ it up
By SANA AJANI, sophomore, and
NATASHA RAI, freshman
THE JP STEVENS soccer program
features strong players and a wide range of
skills. The Lady Hawks, under Lisa Ciatto’s
new coaching staff, are led by senior Aesha
Desai and juniors Liz Scoda and Aelana
Freeman. Seniors Ryan Szemple, Matthew
Distefano, and Nishaad Ruparel are the
captains of the boys’ team, coached by
Mr. McMullen. Hawkeye caught up with
Aesha Desai and Ryan Szemple for a few
questions.
QUESTION: How do you think your team
can improve?
AESHA: One way our team can improve
is by taking advantage of all of our
opportunities and shooting the ball as
much as possible. This way, we are able to
make openings on the offensive end and
can also “crash the net,” as our coach says.
RYAN: Our team can definitely improve in
playing our hardest throughout the whole
game. Because we don’t have a lot of skill
and depth on our team, giving it our all in
the full 80 minutes is really essential.
QUESTION: How have your coaches helped
your team?
AESHA: Since the summer, they have
prepared us with a variety of skill drills
and fitness routines. They set a goal for
us to run 2 miles under 16 minutes and
do 50 juggles by the season’s start, which
now proves helpful during games. They’ve
definitely made a major impact on our
performance both mentally and physically.
RYAN: First, our team spends a lot of time
together and thanks to the coaches we have
become a very tight family, which translates
into success on the soccer field. In addition,
our coach brought in a sports psychologist,
also a JP alumnus, to come motivate us.
They also continuously encourage us.
QUESTION: What changes, if any, do you
plan on making for the rest of the season?
AESHA: Every practice is uniquely different,
concentrating on certain weaknesses that
we can improve upon. Therefore, during
games, we understand what to do and are
confident on the field. I wouldn’t change
anything.
RYAN: One change that we definitely plan
on making for the rest of the season is to
get the whole team motivated and to really
strive to win the remainder of the games in
the rest of our season.
QUESTION: How is your team chemistry?
What have you guys done to bond?
AESHA: Our team chemistry is great!
Everyone has a good time. We pick up for
each other and work well together. Prior
to games, we have “eats” to increase team
bonding. For instance, we had an “eats”
where everyone came to make green and
yellow tie -dye shirts. It was a blast!
RYAN: The team chemistry that we have
is one of the best that I’ve experienced
at JP. Nobody has their own cliques or
social groups; we are all one family, and
that definitely shows when we hang out
together at school, “eats,” and practice.
QUESTION: How is this season different
from the previous one?
AESHA: This season, we have three new
coaches. Also, we may have short players,
but they are fierce and skilled. We are
soccer players doing what we do best.
RYAN: The main difference is the level
of play and the amount of skill opposing
teams possess. Previously weak teams have
stepped it up this season. Now, we are
working hard and are able to match the
high level of play of our opponents.
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Can marching and cheering sport jackets? NBA on hold
By NIKHIL CHITRE, junior
AS FALL DWINDLES, many of JP’s athletes

are looking forward to a varsity letter.
Among the hopeful are cheerleaders and
marching band members. To many, this
strikes a discordant note: can cheerleading
and marching truly be considered “sports”?
Support for cheerleading came from a
myriad of arguments. Stunting and intense
competitions qualify cheerleading as a sport
in the eyes of some. Senior Matt Swulinski
said: “Cheerleading defines the female
essence of the school, and thus must be a
sport.“ But many students also reason that
cheerleading is not a sport because it is not
presented in the Olympics. Critics also argue
that cheering is an art rather than a sport.

Marching band was even more
controversial. Characteristics of a sport
include
uniforms,
physical
activity
(marching), and competition, providing a
strong case for marching band as a sport.
Junior Jessie Wu, a three-year member of the
band, said, “Marching band is indeed a sport.
Although it might not be as physical as other
sports, it requires emphasis on other areas,
such as precision, focus, and uniformity. On
top of the fact that it’s highly competitive,
and marching band also takes up as much as
time as any other sport.”
However, critics insist that marching
across the field does not qualify as
demanding physical activity. Senior Jimmy
Kim said: “There is no athleticism involved
in marching band. People don’t need to

be able to run a mile, half mile, or even
be able to walk a flight of stairs. They just
play their instruments and walk in lines.
Impressive? Yes. A sport? Absolutely not.”
Like cheerleading, because of the band’s
instruments, many people consider marching
band an art instead of a sport.
Regardless of the controversy, one thing
is for certain: by the end of the season,
marching band members and cheerleaders
on varsity will receive their letters. Despite
what skeptics say, both activities will have
evidence of varsity status as well as a comfy
jacket. So as we look back to our debate
over sport, will we accept our peers for what
they do, or merely redouble the controversy
with the additional question: “What defines
varsity?”

Charging to
the end zone
By PRIYAN GANDHI, sophomore
THE JPS FOOTBALL TEAM is stronger
in every way this year, as reflected in its
numerous wins and impressive record.
Although the JP Stevens football season is
almost over, looking back at the first football
game may begin to explain the team’s success.
The JP Stevens Varsity football team
opened their season with an impressive
victory against Marlboro. At around 7 PM,
Head Coach Ryan and the team were anxious
to start the season. Ace Townsend kicked off
and a winning football season was underway.
The first quarter was relatively quiet,
with neither team scoring a point. In the
second quarter, however, things started to
move along. Junior tailback Dahmil Bowles
managed to score on a 33-yard run, but the
scoreboard at halftime showed 8-6 in favor
of Marlboro.

The JPS football team has built upon previous years to form a squad very capable of victory.

The momentum shifted in the third
quarter. Chiebuka Chukwuneke sparked the
offense by returning the opening kickoff
69 yards into the end zone. An offensive
explosion ensued as the Hawks scored 26
points in the third quarter. After Chiebuka
scored, junior running back Jared Mincey
tacked on six points with a 32-yard run.

Killing their competition
By RANGASRI RAMJI, junior

“EVEN THOUGH WE may not look tough,
our team can pack a punch,” says co-captain
of the girl’s volleyball team Kripa Rajan,
senior. The Lady Hawks have been very
successful this fall, winning most of their
games and progressing rapidly. Investing
hours of intense practice and effort every
day, the team is committed to advancing in
their skills and putting forth a solid effort.
Their dedication and cooperation has
pushed the team to many victories and much
success. Their establishment of chemistry
with one another has also contributed greatly
to their winning streak. This cohesive team
constantly pulls together to support each
other through injuries and setbacks.
Kripa especially appreciates the individual
improvement each player has shown: “I

have to give props to the freshmen because
they have completely changed from the
first practice to now. A month ago, they
were unsure of their hidden skills but
when I watch them play now, I can see that
they’ve gained much more confidence and
experience.”
So far, the girls have accomplished plenty.
With their win against rival East Brunswick
High School, they proved to be resilient,
and the Hawks’ victory verified the strength
of their team. Sophomore Angela Liu said,
“With our great team chemistry, nothing is
off-limits.”
Without a doubt, the team, one of the best
in JP, has brought pride to the school and
to itself. The volleyball squad’s consistent
and diligent efforts will undoubtedly go
rewarded as the team makes its way to the
end of another successful fall season.

The Lady Hawks, currently 18-6, exceeded expectations in the 2010–11 fall season.

Bowles followed with another touchdown.
The Hawks closed the fourth quarter
with a final score of 39-16. The leading
scorers of the game were Jared Mincey,
Dahmil Bowles, and Chiebuka Chukwuneke,
each of whom scored twelve points.
With the team’s aggressive offense and
formidable defense, the boys have improved.

Usain’ I’m out?
By GURNOOR TUCKER, junior, and
ALEX KIM, senior
THE WORLD’S FASTEST and strongest
athletes convened at the 2011 World Track
and Field Championships in South Korea
from August 27 to September 4. The
event, with 6000 athletes, was one of the
largest track and field events to date. 41
National Records, 3 Championship Round
records, and 1 world record were set! The
US ultimately dominated with a total of 25
medals.
One always prominent figure in track and
field venues is Jamaican Usain Bolt. He rose
to stardom in the 2008 Beijing Olympics
when he sprinted a record-shattering 9.69
seconds in the 100m sprint and 19.30
seconds in the 200m sprint.The question on
everyone’s mind was: what would Usain Bolt
have in store for the world this year?
Bolt, easily advancing to the 100m finals,
aimed for a new world record. However,
Bolt jumped the gun before it was fired and
was disqualified, disappointing his fans. The
new “One-and-Done” rule, implemented to
allow no room for false starts, explains his
disqualification, and he immediately took off
his shirt in frustration, realizing his mistake.
For the other competitors, a gateway opened
for a gold medal that many anticipated being
handed to Bolt. Fellow Jamaican Yohan
Blake was awarded gold, and Walter Dix,
representing America, took silver.
However, Usain Bolt overcame his
disappointment to run a season best of 19.40
seconds in the 200m. He then proceeded to
lead the Jamaican team to victory in the 4
x 100m relay with a world record of 37.04
seconds. Pundits professed, “Bolt is a winner
and there is no doubt he’ll come back and
win the next one in fashion.”

By ARJUN ARORA, junior

SINCE JUNE 30, the National Basketball
Association (NBA) has suffered through
a lockout after failing to negotiate a new
collective bargaining agreement (CBA)
between the players’ union and the team
owners. After attempts last winter to extend
the previous CBA — which was settled in
the summer of 2005 — proved fruitless,
there was plenty of speculation that this
would be the ultimate outcome. The last
lockout in the league, in 1998–1999, cut the
season in half. So far, this basketball season
has been put on hold: courts are empty,
players do not receive their paychecks, and
basketball fans are left with nothing to
watch.
Team owners insist on changes in
the new CBA, as they stand to face
tremendous losses in revenue. They have
called for a reduction in salary standards,
such as maximum contracts, the veterans’
minimum, and rookie contracts. A dispute
over splitting team revenue between players
and owners has further inflamed tensions.
Many team owners also favor the addition
of an “amnesty clause,” which would
allow teams to buy out and terminate
one player contract per season. Injured or
underachieving players would be subject to
this amnesty clause.
Players are pursuing their own agendas
in the national debate. They feel that they
work too hard to not be guaranteed a
salary while injured: they want to ensure
that they will be paid and receive the same
promotional benefits until their contract
is no longer valid. Players also look to
lower the minimum draft age, which is
currently set at nineteen. Regarding player
misconduct, the NBA Players Association
has been charged with not setting rules
against improper conduct .
On October 10, Commissioner David
Stern canceled the first two weeks of the
season. Although the first two weeks seems
like an insignificant period of time, they are
crucial in the world of basketball, as the
first hundred games on the schedule will
now be eliminated. Roughly $83 million
will be lost in revenue and players will lose
an estimated $175 million. Fourteen days
can lead to drastic damages to the NBA and
could come back to haunt the association
in the future. And if a resolution is still not
reached, even more time will be cut out of
the season.
Small businesses across the nation
have been hurt more than the NBA by
the lockout in many ways. Consider the
downtown areas of Indianapolis, home
of the Pacers. In a downtown area, the
owners and staff in sports bars rely on
people coming in to watch the big game.
A study released last year commissioned by
the city revealed that the Pacers contribute
$55 million dollars a year to Indianapolis,
and account for roughly 900 jobs. Clearly,
these small businesses are severely affected
by the lockout, and it is imperative that a
settlement be reached.
Because of all the commotion facing
the NBA, many stars have decided to go
overseas for work. Players Deron Williams
of the New Jersey Nets and Andrei Kirilenko
of the Utah Jazz have already decided to
play in Turkey and Russia respectively for
the remainder of the currently nonexistent
NBA season. Defending MVP of the NBA
Finals, Dallas Maverick Dirk Nowitzki, has
announced that he has no intentions of
playing overseas.
Normally, the highly anticipated 2011–
2012 NBA season would begin around
Halloween. However, now the beginning
of the season is on “TBA” status and will
remain so until a new CBA is reached. NBA
fans can only hope that an agreement is
reached and that basketball season returns.
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